
UNITEO STATeS BANKRUPTCY COURT 
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

THIRD DIVISION 

In Re: 
F.!)"'k Miller 

Yflichard Cawley and Diana Cawley 
Steven Reese and Lavonne Reese 
David MongEl 
Arlyn Burkhart and Pattie Burkart 
Robert Knutson and Rita Knutson 

Debtors. 

SKY 3·91-4865 
SKY 3-89-2334 
SKY 3·89·2243 
SKY 3-89-ZZ4Z 
SKY 3·90·3811 
BKY 3·90·591 

ORDER 

This matter comes before the Court on the motion of the Chapter 7 Trustee for a 

conditional closing of the bankruptcy file and the motion of the Debtors for leave to amend 

their bankruptcy schedules. The above-captioned cases all involve identical issues; therefore, 

the Court will resolve the matters in one opinion. James J. Dailey appeared for the Debtors. 

Mark Halverson appeared as and for the Chapter 7 Trustee. Based upon the arguments of 

counsel, the files and records, thQ Court makes its findings of fact and conclusions 01 law 

pursuant to the Federal and l.ocal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure, 

I. 

FACTS 

All five of the Debrors are in the same procedural positio(1, Each filed bankruptcy under 

, 1 U,S,C, Chapter 7 between June 20, 1989, and August 22. 1990. Each attempted to 

exempt 401 k pension, funds in their original schedules ur'lder either state or federal 

exemptions, In each case, the Trustee brought a motion for summary judgment objecting to 

the exemptions. Debtors interposed either an answer or a response alleging that the 

exemption was allowable under either 5 22(dll 1 OliEl or MINN. STAT. § 550,37. Subd, 24, The 

Court granted the Trustee's motions for summary jUdgment, holding that the 401 k pension 
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and profit sharing plans were property of the estate and not exempt.' Each Debtor failed to 

appeal from the denial. 

On September 2, 1992. the Trustee moved for conditional closing of the bankruptcy 

cases. subject to reopening when the 401 k funds would otherwise become available to the 

Debtors. Debtors responded by moving to vacate the Court's previous orders and to exclude 

the 401k pensions from the estate entirely based on 11 U.S.C. §541 (c)(Z), citing Patterson 

y Shumate, U.S._, 112 S.Ct. 2242 (1992). Patterson holds that a debtor's interest in 

a self-settled trust containing an ERISA anti-alienation provision is excluded from the', 

bankruptcy estate under §541 (c)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code. even though the trust does not 

otherwise Qualify as a spendthrift trust under state law. 

The Trustee argues thilt: the Bankruptcy Court's orders and judgments were final 

orders and judgments becoming the law of the cases; collateral estoppel and/or res judicata 

preclude raising the exclusion issue by the Debtors; and. Patterson cannot be applied 

retroactively to now exclude the ERISA plans from the estates. 1 

II. 

DISCUSSION 

A. Generally 

The Trustee argues that. because the earlier orders were final. the Debtors are 

precluded from invoking PaTterson to exclude thE! pension funds from property of the 

bankruptcy estates by collateral estoppel or res judicata. These principles embody the 

I~: Orders dated between January 17, 1991 and December 13, 1991. 

2The law in the Eighth Circuit at the time of the denial of the exemptions was that the anti·alionation 
requirements of the Employee Retirement Security Act of 1974 as amended IERISA) did not constitute "applicable 
non bankruptcy law· within the contemplation at ! 5411c1l21. In Re: Graham, 726 F.2d 1268 18th Cir. 19891.l!l 
As Swanson. 873 F.Zd 1121 (8th Cir. 1989). 
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fundamental precept that once a right, question, or fact has been put in issue and decided by 

a court, the same parties or their privies cannot relitigate the same right. question, or fact in 

a subsequent lawsuit. The doctrines serve both the judiciary and the public. They serve the 

judiciary by con:5erving its re~uurces, and by fostering reliance on judiCial decision. They serve 

the public by sparing litigants the cost and vexation of multiple lawsuits and by providing 

certainty, an end to litigation. and a binding answer. Allen v. McCurry, 449 U.S. 90,94 

(1 9S0); Mont;n?l v. United StaXf:l5. 440 U.S. 147, 153 (1979); and Brown v. Felsen. 442 U.S. 

127,131 (1979). 

eoUateral estoppel precludes relitigation of issues that were litigated by the parties in 

earlier proceedings. "Under the doctrine of collateral estoppel, the second action is upon a 

different cause of action and the judgment in the prior suit precludes relitigation of issues 

actually litigated and necessary to the outcome of the first action." l.aqe v. Peterson, S99 

F.2d 737. 741 (8th Cir. 1990) (<;;itations omitted). essentially, it prevents the same issue 

from being litigated twice. ld.. ~~: Boshclff. Bankruptcy in the Seventh Circuit: 1991, 

25 Ind.L.Rev. 981 (1991). 

Res judicata precludes litigl:ltion of IOlaims that were involved in earlier proceedings 

between the same parties. "Under the doctrine of res judicata, II judgment on the merits in 

a prior suit bars a second suit involving the same parties or their privies based on the same 

cause of action." .I..!iu:1.l at 741. Thus. res judi<;;ata precludes the relltigatlon of a claim, Of 

closely related claims, on grounds that were raised or could have been raised or asserted in 

a prior action. ld.. 

B. Collateral Estopo.! 

Traditionally, courts have recognized that for cOllateral estoppel to apply against a 

party, tour prerequisites must be met: (1) the issue sought to be precluded must be the sam~ 
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as that involved in the prior action; (2) the issue must have been determined by a valid and 

final judgment; (3) the issue must have been actually litigated in the prior action; and. (4) the 

determination must have been essential to the prior judgment. ~ See also Arkla Exploration 

Co. v Texas Oil & Gas Coro .• 734 F.2d 347. 356 (6th Cir.). lOert. denied, 105 S.Ct. 905 

(1984). An additional element has been added by the Eighth Circuit, in that. the party against 

whom the earlier decision is being asserted must have had a "full and fair" opportunity to 

litigate the issue in the prior adjudication. In re Miera. 926 F.2d 741. 743 (8th Gir. 1991). 

The issue raised by the Debtors' motions is whether their interests at filing in the 

pension/profit sharing plans are property of their estates under § 541. This same issue was 

before the Court upon trustee's earlier objections to exemptions. The facts have not changed, 

and the legal argument presented here is different only in form. In the first exemption 

proceeding, the Debtors attempted to exempt the pension plans from the estates, and in this 

second proceeding. they argue that the plans never became property of the estates. In both 

proceedings, a necessary issue is whether these particular 40 1 k pension plans are to be under 

the control of the trustee and are part of the estate under § 541. In the exemption litigation, 

the Debtors assumed and accepted the plans to be § 541 estate property, subject to their 

exemption rights. In this proceeding. they claim that the plans are not § 541 estate property. 

The issue has not changed. The Debtors have simply changed their positions on the issue. 

Accordingly, the Court finds that the identification of issues requirement for the application 

of collateral estoppel has been met. 

Second. for collateral estoppel to apply there must have been a final order or judgment 

on the merits on the issue to be precluded.' "A court's order or judgment can never have 

1 There is an implicit assumption here that there must be a final "prior adjudication'" which decided the issue. 
It is true that· a proceeding in bankruptcy. from the time of its commencement ... until the final settlement of 
the estate. is but one suit". Co/lier-Vol 1 :2. 12Ia). HOwever, proceedings Within a single bankruptcy case which.. 
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any preclusive aliect on future litigation unless th<lt order or judgment constitutes a linal 

decision on the merits." In re Justice Oaks, 898 F.2d 1544 (11th Cir. 1990).4 The Debtors 

assert that thers have been no final judgments rendered in their cases upon the merits, since 

jurisdiction OVllr the 401 k pension funds was just one question to be answered when 

compared to the bankruptcy cases as a whole, which continued. The Eighth Circuit has 

recently held that a bankruptcy court order sustaining or overruling an objection to exemption 

is final for purposes Qf 28 U.S.C, § 15S(d).5 Huebner v. Fanners State !3ank (In ra Huebner!, 

(8th Cir. 2/26/1993). Other courts that have considered the question have also lound 

exemption orders to be final orders, w: In re Sarker, 768 F.2d 191, 193-194 (7th Cir. 

1985); Symy v ScH/ossb.rg, 777 F.2d 921, 923 (4th Cir. 19851. The Court concludes that 

the Orders determining exemption status of the 401 k pension plans in these cases were finel 

orders which were subject to appeal. Accordingly, the Court finds that the linality 

reouirement for application of collateral estoppel has been met. 

The third requirement for collateral estoppel is that the issue must have been actually 

decided in the prior adjudication. Usually "an express finding in a valid final judgment is good 

enough" to meet this requirement. Grio.Pak v. Illinois Tool Works, 694 F.Zd 466, 469 (7th 

CiT. 1982), The Court's orders denying the exemptions, expressly stated that the funds in 

question "shall remain property of the debtor's bankruptcy E!state{s!." That the pension funds 

adiudicate issues of law and fact can. for purposes of res judicata and collateral estoppel, preclude relitigation of 
tnose •• m. issues at later .tag .. of the ba,,",uptcy SUit. ~ MOrrOW V. Q,llard, 580 F.2d 1284 15th Cir. 1978). 

• However. principles of finality play an important role in the judicial process. The preclusive effects of a linal 
judgment on the merits will not be ignored. even il final judgment may have Mon wrMg Or r •• ted M • I.gal 
principle subsequently overruled on another case. Tosco Corgi y. Hodel, 611 F,Supp. T 130, 1 T 58 ID.C.Colo. 
19851; see also In re Justice Oaks, 8SS F.2d 1544, 1552 (11th Cir. 1990) ("assuming all other reo,uirements 
satisfied. an erroneous former judgmeM from which no appeal was taken may still have preclusive effect"l. 

lZ8 U.S.C. §, Seld) provides: The Courts of appeal shall have jurisdiction of appeals 'rom all final 
deCisions, judgments. orders, and decrees enlered under subsections (oj and ibJ of this section, 
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were to be inCluded in the estate under § 541 was thus actually decided in the prior 

adjudication. Therefore. they cannot now be excluded under another theory. ACcordingly, 

the requirement of factual litigation has been met. 

However, to have preclusive eifect, this finding must be necessary to the judgment and 

the parties must have had fair opportunity to litigate the issue. The rationale behind these 

requirements is fairness to the party against whom preclusion is to be asserted, so the party 

is not pracludad by surprise judicial findings which may decide extraneous matters. The issue 

actually decided in the prior adjudication must have been necessary or essential to the 

judgment in the prior adjudication. This is based "both on diminished confidence due to the 

lack of essentiality and. on the unavailability of ~ppellate review." Ayondale Shipyards v, 

Insured Lloyd's, 786 F.2d 1265, 1271 (5th Cir. 1986). 

The rulings that the 401 k pension funds were properties of the estates under § 541 

were necessary and essential foundations for the Court to rult:! on t:!xemptlbiliw under § 522." 

A court order determining the status of property under § 522, to be sound, must first have 

determined that the property was part of the estate under § 541. "Necessary inferences from 

judgments. pleadings. and evidence will be 9iven preclusive effect." Oavi;! & Cox y. Summa 

~,751 F.2d 1507 (9th Cir. 1985). There is a necessary inference from a ruling on a 

claimed exemption that the property under scrutiny has been determined to be property of the 

estatll under § 541. Further, a necessary inference from II ruling that property is pllrt ot the 

estate under § 541, is that the exclusion under § 541 (c)(2) is not applicable. Accordingly., 

the Court finds that the essentiality requisite has been met. 

6For example, w:,: Floss·Berger Comoanies v. Eauitable life Anur. Soc., 812 F.2d 1331 11th Cir. 19991. 
In that case, a previous i\,ld9men\ had been entered against a landlord for breach of a lease. In a slJbsequent 
proceeding, the landlord attempted to challenge the validity of the lease in question, and the court held ne was 
callatorally estopped trom raising the issue. This was because a judgment ruling on a breach, in order to be 
satisfactory, must necessarily have found a valid lease to begin with. 
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Finally. the Debtors had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the § 541 exclusion issue 

at the first proceeding. It is true that at the time the Court heard argument on the trustee's 

objections to exemptions. the clear law in the Eighth CirCUit was that the 401 k plans were 

property of a debtor's estate. ~ In re Graham, 725 F.Zd 1268 (8th Cir. 1989); l.!Lr.i 

Swanson, 873 F.2d 1121, 1123 (8th Cir. 1989). However. this does not mean that the 

Debtors were denied an opportunitY to litigate the issue. Further, it is evident from tha 

Patterson decision that there was a substantial incentive for the Debtors to litigate and appeal 

this issue and urge reversal. Accordingly. the Court finds that the opportunity to litigate 

requisite ha;; been mElt. 

All of the requisites helve been met for the application of collateral estoppel to preclude 

the Oebtors from raising the issue of exclusion of the pension plans from their estates 

pursuant to § !541(c)(2). 

Ct Res ludicata 

The law in the Eighth Circuit, regarding rss judicata generally, is that: "Res judicata 

bars relitigation of a claim il: (1) the prior judgment WIIS rondered by a court of compstent 

jurisdiction; (2) the prior judgment was a final judgment on the merits; end (3) the same cause 

of action and the same parties or their privies were involved in both cases". Lane II, Peterson, 

899 F2d. 737 19th Cir. 1990) at 142, ~ Murohy y. Jones, !l77 F,2d 682, 694 (6th t;:ir, 

1 S89). The later claim is barred by res judicata if it arises out 01 the same nucleus of 

operative facts as the prior claim.' The.l.ll.!:lJ. Court stated; 

'What is considered is whether the transactio'; or series of connected transactions are related in time. space. 
ongln, or motivation; whetner tMy form a conYeni,nt tflal unit; and whetMr their treatment as a u~it conforms. 
to tt'le parties' expectation. fll'ut anotMer way, whether tWO claims are the ume ... depends on wr"lethtr thd claimS 
anse cut of the same nucleus at operative 'act or are based uDon the same tactual predicate." &: MurOhY v, 
J!l.a.U.. 877 F.2d S82. 684·685 (8th Cir. 19891. Basically, preclUSion turns on the right to join the claim. nOt on 
whether the claim was actually advanced. Claims need nct have bun actually litigated to be precluded in a 
subsequent ,etio('l, tney n(ted only to have been available to the plaintiff in the onglnal action. For practical 
purposes, res Judicata reQUiles JOinder of claims by barring tMir assertion in later aetions. !l1. at SSS. 
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The operative question in each case is whetner tne claims arise out of the same 
nucleus of facts. As stated in Restatement (Second) of Judgments. 

[tlhe present trend is to see claim in factual terms and to make 
it coterminous with the transaction· regardlesS of tne number at 
substantive theories. or variant forms of relief flawing from those 
theories. that may be available to the plaintiff: regardless of the 
number of primary rights that may have been invaded; and 
regardless of the variations in the evidence needed to support the 
theories or rights. The transaction is the basis of the litigative 
unit or entity which may not be spli(·. Restatement (Second) of 
Judgments 24. comment a at 197 (1980) [footnote omitted]. 

~. at p 743. 

Here. the first twa requirements have been met. Jurisdiction is not disputed; and the. 

prior orders and judgments were final. The third requirement is also met. The actions involve 

the same nucleus of operative facts. 80th the prior and present proceedings involve claims 

of entitlement to the pension plans. The original actions involved objections by the Trustee 

to the Debtors' attempts to exempt the property from the estates. In those matters. the 

property was conclusively presumed to be estate property. subject to exemption under § 522. 

Under the Debtors' present theory. they contend that their interests in the plans were never 

property of their estates because they are excluded under § 541 (c)(2). The claim is 

entitlement. 80th the § 522 and § 541 involve determinations of entitlement to' the vested 

pensions at filing as between the Debtors and their estates. Essentially. § 522 and § 541 can 

be viewed as the basis for variant forms of relief asserted by the Debtors and the Trustee as -

to their competing claims of entitlemer'1t to the pension plan funds. 

The Debtors' reliance. in the second proceeding. on different substantive law and new 

legal theories. does not preclude the operation of res judicata. Contrary. the doctrine prevents 

a party from suing on a claim that is in essence the same as a previously litigated claim. but 

is dressed up to look differently. ~ at 744. 
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Here, both the exemption and exclusiOn actions arise out of the same nucleus of 

operative facts because they involve a determination of entitlement to the vested pensions 

at filing as between the Debtors and their estates. The basis tor the actions originated at 

filing. Tha motivation of both actions is singular, to establish entitlement to the same 

property. Accordingly, all of the requisites of res judicata exist to preclude the Debtors from 

relitigating the claim of entitlement to the pension funds pursuant to the newly raised theory 

of exclusion under § 541 (cl(21. 

D. RetroactjvitY of Patterson v. Shumate 

What the Debtors are essentially trying to aChieve is retroactive application of the 

Panerson decision to their benefit. The United States Supreme Court has held that: 

[Olnee suit is barred by res judicata or by statutes of limitation or repose, a new 
rule cannot reopen the door already closed ... jn civil cas!!S unJjk~ crjminal tl1ere 
is more potential for litigants to freeload on those without whose Jabor the new 
rule would never have come into being ... While those whose claims have been 
adjudicatlild may seek eqlJality, a second chance for them could only be 
purchased at the expense 01 another principle. 'Public policy dictates that there 
be an end to litigation; that those who havEi contested an issue shall be bound 
by the result of that contest, and that matters once tried shall be considered 
forever settled as between parties: (citations omittedl Finality must thus 
delimit equality in a temporal sense, and we must accept as a fact that the 
argument for uniformity loses force over time. 

James B. Beam Distilling Co. v. Georgia, 111 S,Ct. 2439,2446·2447 (1991). 

As previously discussed, the Court has found that the principles of res judicata .and 

collateral estoppel apply to Debtors' attempt to now exclude their vested interests at filing In 

ERISA plans as property of their estates. The previOUS orders were final and held that the •. 

Debtors' ERISA plans were, in fact, property of the estates not subject to exemption. Debtors 

failed to pursu6I these decisions on appeal. Ti"ley cannot "OW felitigate, based on II change 

of their positions. 
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~iMlitv or judomants is an important principle which should be left undisturbed. 

Otherwise, judgments will be undermined with every change in relevant substantive law that 

is subs.~quently made. There would be no closure. 

Accordingly, collateral estoppel and res judicata bar reopening the door regarding the 

status of Debtors' ERISA plans as they relate to their bankruptcy estates and the retroactive 

application of Patterson. 

III. 

DISPOSITION 

THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY OROEREO: 

1. The Trustee's motion to conditionally close the above-captioned bankruptcy cases 

is granted. 

2. The Debtors' motions: for vacation of this Court's previous orders; and, for the 

exclusion from property of the estates. the vested interests at filing in their t;RISA plans under 

11 U.S.C. §541Ic)(2). is denied. The ERISA pension plan interests remain property of the 

estates, under the law of the cases, to be administered by the Trustee at a later date. 

Dated: April 16. 1993. 
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